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our Brand
SPYPOINT is proud to present its Graphic standards guide. Over the last few
years, the company has tweaked its visual brand to implement some basic
rules for its proper usage.
This guide was designed to simplify and enforce a consistent use of our brand’s
visual content throughout our print and multimedia communications. Its target
end-users are anyone who need to design visual material for SPYPOINT. You
will be walked through different scenarios for using our logos, colors, and
apps. It is recommended to take in the full content of this guide. The integrity
of our SPYPOINT brand hinges on your effective collaboration.
For the official version of our logos, character fonts, and all of the templates
mentioned herein, please refer to the Downloads section at the end of this
document. To learn more about our graphic standards or to submit a project
for approval, please contact our marketing team (marketing@spypoint.com).
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Our Values
The SPYPOINT brand is focused on innovation and value. The features and benefits of
SPYPOINT products should be presented as innovative in their application or combination.

Innovation

clarity

SPYPOINT isn’t hanging our hat on what
those who have come before us have done.
We are a technology leader in the hunting
industry. It’s not enough to offer something
cool, we want to be the ones to introduce it.

The key to making technology useful
is the ease with which it can be used.
If the technology is so complicated
that putting it to use isn’t practical
or efficient, the advantage is wasted.

We don’t want to look at the industry and say
" us too ". We want to look at the industry and
say, " catch up ".

SPYPOINT not only strives to
deliver advanced digital scouting tools that can make every
hunter better, we strive to
make tools that every hunter
can understand and deploy
quickly, simply, and
effectively.

technology
There’s no denying that we live in an age
dominated by technology. SPYPOINT is
using that technology to educate hunters.
Modern camouflage, bows, guns: these are
all tools. You can use tools better. There is no
substitute for information. Your hunting decisions are only as good as your information.
SPYPOINT is using technology to create the
most informed generation of hunters the
world has ever seen.
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Talk About Us
educate

activate

The technology SPYPOINT delivers is still
new to many people. Your job isn’t to be
little them or make them feel stupid for not
using it. SPYPOINT solves problems. Your
job is to communicate those solutions in a
way that encourages new hunters to use the
product, not discourage them from talking
or asking questions about the product.

As a SPYPOINT influencer, you should leave
conversations with the other party feeling
activated to engage with the brand and
technology. Presenting the solutions
SPYPOINT offers to common questions
and issues that hunters encounter
should not only excite them, it
should excite you.

legitimize
Confident, not cocky.
Proud, not boastful.
Knowledgeable, not a know-it-all.
SPYPOINT is the category leader. SPYPOINT
is driving innovation. SPYPOINT is leading
the way. We have a lot of reasons to be
proud, but that doesn’t give us license to
present ourselves as anything less than
professional. SPYPOINT has a great number
of features and innovations that we can talk
about positively. There is never a good reason
to speak poorly about any of our competitors.
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Logotypes
Official color version
This logo is to be favoured over all others.
The white outline must appear in all cases.

Grayscale version
Exclusively intended for newspaper advertising.
The white outline must appear in all cases.

Black version
Primarily intended for promotional items.
This logo does not have any outline.

White version
Primarily intended for promotional items.
This logo does not have any outline.
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Minimum Free Space
To increase it’s visual impact, the logotype must be surrounded by at least two
" ® " symbols-width of free space. This space must be free of any typographic, graphic,
or visual elements.

®
®

®®

®®

®
®

Minimum Sizes
To ensure it’s legibility at all times, the logo may not be reproduced in sizes smaller than
the minimum suggested. The width of the logo must never be smaller than 1 in. (2.54 cm).
This rule applies to all versions of the SPYPOINT and SPYPOINT.com logotypes.

1 in.

The logotype minimum size is 1 in.
(2.54 cm) once printed.
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Logo Uses
For our visual identity to maintain maximum impact and consistency, its integrity
must be preserved. Below are some of the uses that are proscribed.
For printed material, a resolution of 300 dpi is required to maintain logotype quality.
Make sure you use the latest version of our logo and the correct file type for your project.

Do not deform horizontally or vertically

Do not add another outline

Do not change the colors in any way

Do not add effect (such as 3D shading)

Do not change the symbol size (target)
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Colors
Official colors

Pantone®:
PMS 144C
CMYK:
C (cyan): 0%
M (magenta): 53%
Y (yellow): 100%
K (black): 0%
RGB:
R (red): 248
G (green): 144
B (blue): 30

Secondary colors

CMYK:
C (cyan): 0%
M (magenta): 0%
Y (yellow): 0%
K (black): 0%

CMYK:
C (cyan): 75%
M (magenta): 68%
Y (yellow): 67%
K (black): 90%

CMYK:
C (cyan): 0%
M (magenta): 0%
Y (yellow): 0%
K (black): 20%

CMYK:
C (cyan): 0%
M (magenta): 0%
Y (yellow): 0%
K (black): 80%

RGB:
R (red): 255
G (green): 255
B (blue): 255

RGB:
R (red): 0
G (green): 0
B (blue): 0

RGB:
R (red): 209
G (green): 211
B (blue): 212

RGB:
R (red): 53
G (green): 53
B (blue): 53

Hexadecimal:
#FFFFFF

Hexadecimal:
#000000

Hexadecimal:
#D1D3D4

Hexadecimal:
#353535

Hexadecimal:
#F89021
RAL (for metal):
RAL 2000 49/24570
Transparent vinyl
(for blacklighting):
Tangerine 151C
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Typography
Properly using the official typographic characters is important to respect visual
identity. There are two types of situations for selecting the appropriate fonts. In the
first case, one single group of words stands out within the hierarchy (see example).
The font Bebas Neue Bold will be intended to titles and Myriad Pro will be
intended to running texts.
The different font weights are available in the media kit in the Downloads section,
at the end of the document.

Titles:
Bebas NEue Bold
abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz
!#$%&(*/?@[\]
{|}©®±«»
0123456789

Running texts:
Myriad Pro Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS
TUVWXYZabcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz!#$%&(*/?@
[\]{|}©®±«»0123456789
Myriad Pro Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS
TUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz!#$%&(*/?@
[\]{|}©®±«»0123456789

Case no.1
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typography
The second type of layout contains a large amount of text or several levels of
hierarchy and takes advantage of the benefits of using lower case (see example).
The font Gotham Condensed will be intended to titles and Myriad Pro or
Gotham Condensed will be intended to running texts.
The different font weights are available in the media kit in the Downloads section,
at the end of the document.

Titles:

Running texts:

Gotham Condensed Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV
WXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrst
uvwxyz!#$%&(*/?@[\]
{|}© ®±«»0123456789

Gotham Condensed Book
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV
WXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrst
uvwxyz!#$%&(*/?@[\]{|}©
®±«»0123456789

Gotham Condensed Medium
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV
WXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrst
uvwxyz!#$%&(*/?@[\]{|}©
®±«»0123456789

Myriad Pro Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS
TUVWXYZabcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz!#$%&(*/?@
[\]{|}©®±«»0123456789

Case no.2
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Writing Standards
It is important that when you talk about products or the brand, you do
so properly. These are examples of what is appropriate and not appropriate for the brand and the products. If you are ever in doubt, consult
your app or our website to see how these items should be expressed.
When putting the brand in written words, it must always be capitalized
and without space. Specific SPYPOINT products should always be
capitalized and hyphenated. The following standards are the same for
both English and French.
SPYPOINT
BUCK TRACKER
Insiders Club

LINK-S-DARK
LINK-S-DARK-V

CELL-LINK
CELL-LINK-V

LINK-MICRO-S-LTE
LINK-MICRO-S-LTE-V

SOLAR-DARK

LINK-MICRO-LTE
LINK-MICRO-LTE-V

FORCE-PRO
FORCE-20
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Adcopy

Exemple: from adcopy to website

The safest way to ensure that your product listings and ad copy
are accurate is to use the supplied ad copy, in whole or part. If
you wish to create your own product list, pay special attention to
product name capitalization and punctuation to ensure accuracy.

YOUR LOGO

Menu

Menu

Menu

Menu

B
LINK-S-DARK | LINK-S-DARK-V
SPYPOINT Solar Cellular Trail Camera

Exemple: provided adcopy

The LINK-S-DARK uses the integrated solar panel and lithium battery
technology available only from SPYPOINT to keep your camera running
for months. The Hybrid Illumination Technology (HIT) flash system
lets you choose the flash system that’s best for you.

A

C

BUY NOW

V1.0

D

A

E
Trigger Speed

D

SPYPOINT CELLULAR TRAIL CAMERA

FLASH RANGE: 80 FEET
DETECTION RANGE: 100 FEET

The LINK-S-DARK is a trail camera like no other, because so much of what the camera offers is only
available at SPYPOINT. Integrated solar panel and lithium battery technology deliver an all-in-one unit
with incredible battery life. Couple that with the fastest trigger speed available in a trail camera, and the
Hybrid Illumination Technology (HIT) flash system that lets you customize your flash, and you have an
absolute powerhouse of a trail camera taking your scouting to new levels.

MEGAPIXELS: 12
MODES: PHOTO, MULTI-SHOT, TIMELAPSE, AND VIDEO
CELLULAR NETWORK: LTE

NEVER BUY BATTERIES AGAIN

New user accounts receive 7days of
FREE unlimited photo transfers

The integrated solar panel technology from SPYPOINT completely changed the traditional view hunters
had of solar trail cameras, from wires running everywhere and more things mounted on the tree, to a
complete, compact, all-in-one unit that still harnesses the power of the sun to keep trail cameras working for months on end. This integrated panel, paired with the internal rechargeable lithium battery, takes
your camera battery life to lengths you never imagined possible.

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES
Installation strap

CUSTOMIZE YOUR FLASH

FREE photo transmission plan available
Unlimited plans as low as $8/month

G
H

SOLD SEPARATELY
Eight AA batteries (optional)
SD card (2 GB to 32 GB - required)

0.07 Seconds

B

LINK-s-dark(v)

TRIGGER SPEED: 0.07 SECONDS

80' Flash Range
100' Detection Range

C

12 Megapixels
Modes:
Photo, Multi-shot,
Time-Lapse, Video

E

Customize Your Flash

Integrated solar panel technology
from SPYPOINT completely changed
the traditional view hunters had of
solar trail cameras, with wires running
everywhere and more things mounted
on the tree, to a complete, all-in-one
unit that still harnesses the power
of the sun to keep trail cameras
working for months on end.

Choose from a no-glow setting,
for maximum concealment,
optimal for a balanced lowerglow functionality, boost for a
traditional low-glow flash, or
blur reduction to reduce the
motion blur of nighttime photos
when game is on the move.

F

The HIT flash system allows you to choose the flash setting that works best for where you place your
camera. Choose from a no-glow setting for maximum concealment, optimal for a balanced, lower-glow
functionality, boost for a traditional low-glow flash, or blur reduction to reduce the motion blur of nighttime photos when game is on the move.
SPYPOINT isn’t stopping with innovating trail cameras themselves, we’re creating a community and
benefit system around them with the arrival of the SPYPOINT Insiders Club. Members gain access to
exclusive discounts on plans and specific products, advanced scouting tools, and content and giveaways
available only to them. If you want to save big and scout smarter, the SPYPOINT Insiders Club is for you.

F

SPYPOINT isn’t stopping with innovating trail cameras themselves, we’re creating
a community and benefit system around them with the arrival of the Insiders Club.
Members gain access to exclusive discounts on plans and specific products,
advanced scouting tools, and content and giveaways available only to them.

SPYPOINT IS THE MOBILE SCOUTING SOLUTION

A.
B.
C.
D.

Never Buy Batteries Again

Step 1) Choose Your Device
No matter how you hunt, there is a device to fit your needs

Step 3) Become an Insider
Before you do anything else, learn all about the plan and product
discounts, scouting tools, and other benefits being an Insider unlocks

Step 2) Create Your Account
Get access to the SPYPOINT app, where you will manage plans,
cameras, and photos

Step 4) Select Your Plan
Only SPYPOINT offers a free photo transmission plan AND a Truly
Unlimited plan for every camera in your arsenal

Photo
Title
Description
Main Specifications

E.
F.
G.
H.

Highlights
Other information
Included accessories
Other accessories

The above ad copy is in full compliance with all SPYPOINT brand and product guidelines. To ensure full compliance with all
logo and brand placement guidelines please view our retailer guidelines. WWW.SPYPOINT.COM/GUIDELINES/RETAILER

If you want to save big and scout smarter, the SPYPOINT Insiders Club is for you.

G

Included
Accessories

LINK-S-DARK
Camera

Other
Accessories

USB-12
Cable

Quick Start
Guide

2GB to 32GB Class 10
SD Card (required)

Mounting
Bracket

Eight AA batteries
(optional)

SIM
Card

Installation
Strap

H

Access all adcopies here:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/7ptdj9wkde7ywq5/AABc3iTOyrudQ6CsntQ_c5Raa?dl=0

 It is the retailer’s full responsibility to comply to all of California’s laws in regard to Prop 65 compliance.
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Multimedia
PowerPoint presentations
Organizations use PowerPoint® presentations as a communication
tool aimed at both external and internal audiences. As all of our
other SPYPOINT templates, PowerPoint presentations help promote
our brand’s image.
•

All of the typographic characters are black, except for
title elements which can be orange in content pages:
R: 248 G: 144 B: 30

•

For the positionning of different elements (margins,
positioning, spacing, typographic characters), use
the provided grids in the template.

•

Format: 16:9 (10 in. X 5.625 in., 25.4 cm X 14.29 cm)

Presentation Title
By Natalie Gatien

Title page example

Get the templates of the different pages by clicking the link
of the Downloads section.

TITLE
Itas doluptatem rati di quia debis doloreperor si
quam et faceaquam exerchicid ut di cone maios
alis aut remporitium dolorerum vel minctur
alignam ut elignis versperis excepel luptiae rsperum fuga. Bore consedias doloreic tem remporrum nemoluptat.
Officia sum dolectint es am soluptae delis molupta turerum aut facepedis volore istis eat.
Lorum debisci mendandis eum non rehenest
offici optaerf erehenda iuntiae. Nempe ventur?
As es expelia et expe cus dem.

Officia sum dolectint es am delis
molupta turerum aut volore eat.
Itas doluptatem rati di quia debis doloreperor si quam et faceaquam exerchicid
ut di cone maios alis aut remporitium
dolorerum vel minctur alignam ut elignis
versperis excepel luptiae rsperum fuga.

At egerceporum prit.
Publis ocae audessu ltoriberei contiaectam
halessa milibul inatiam noccisquis nos nos
simum mactam di fue pat, viliner feceropublis factum demodit virmis ium duci tebus
temum hoccienatia dum medemorum
mus, Catrid.

Ego Casdam nocullabus averi
ponticae hos es?

Oximilla stam, Catum deest
sendeortius, enatu consuam.
Lorum debisci mendandis eum non
rehenest offici optaerf erehenda iuntiae.
Nempe ventur? As es expelia et expe cus
dem.Loculude scrempl iciemus, qua veresti
liciendie te, cre iam sentem, erravescre ina,
pubis. Entionu senates ulabeffremus fue
ine popte prit.

Ales! Simihil iisqui sum poeridemus me
cone rem te iam cricato ricaest veheberfin
ia convendit dum notil con dierei peris,
Cast quon hoc tam iu sicavem acit atorum
morae artur pribunique que apes cone ius
scresi sunce vigillabus.
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Content page example
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Photography
Mood
Simple • Outdoor • Refined • Balanced

Good example: This image is a good example of a natural and
clean photo. The background leads us to believe that the camera
is in a forest, but the field of view does not provide any details.

Bad example: The positioning of trees and their branches can
increase the complexity of the composition. This creates a visual
overload and gives the impression of disorder.
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Photography
Context
Outdoor scenarios of a hunter’s day-to-day; gearing up
a trail backpack, mounting a camera to a tree, etc.

Good example: This image is a good example of a realistic scenario. Moreover, the camera height is suggested by the hunter who
squatted down to install it.

Bad example: Avoid using contexts that aren’t specific to a correct
use of the product. Avoid misleading the customer.
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Photography
Color palette
Natural (sometimes autumnal) • Warmer rather than cooler • Tone on tone •
Desaturated • Harmonious mix of green, kaki, brown, beige, and gray.
* The black-and-white photo must always look
as natural as its color equivalent.

Good example: This image is a good example of a tone on tone
color palette. Natural light skillfully combined with brown and
beige tones allow consistency and lightness in the scenery.

Bad example: The use of artificial lighing must not be apparent.
Artificial lighting affects the overall color of the image, resulting in colors untrue to the product, which can be misleading for the customer.
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Photography
People
The typical model should reflect our target market demographics. The use
of fashion models is not desired as they don`t represent the brand well.
At most one person per photo • Facing away from the camera, never directly
towards it. • Confident facial expression • Laid-back, natural posture

Good example: This image is a good subject example. With his
gaze directed away from the camera, the customer’s eyes are driven
toward the product rather than the model.

Bad example: The targeted customer should remain the only individual interacting with our cameras. Despite their user-friendliness,
our products do not target young audiences.
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Photography
Locations
The photos must highlight typical hunting environments. Therefore, winter
scenes and trees which are considered exotic must not be used as a back
grounds. The ideal location has very common geographical specifications
that will remind hunters of a familiar place.
*Pay careful attention to the density of the forests and to the quantity of conifers.

Good example: This image is a good example of a forest that could
be found anywhere. Captured is a series of very common trees; an
ordinary, familiar place.

Bad example: This image presents a site that is ill-suited for
hunting. Mountainous topography and large bodies of water don’t
represent common traits of a hunting site.
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Photography
composition
The cameras are the main subject of the photos, while human presence, though welcome,
is essentially ornamental. It is therfore acceptable to show only a part of the body.
The background must be discrete enough to bring focus on the product. The use of
a shallow depth of field helps direct our attention on the subject. Horizontal photos
with a decentered subject adapt easily to any media.

Good example: This image is an example of how to adequately
highlight a camera. The unfocused background and discreet
human presence keeps the attention focused on the product.

Bad example: Because the camera must be the focus of each
photo, it is fundamental to see it in its entirety. Frontal and side
angle views must be prioritized.
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Photography
Attention to details
The presence of other brand logos on clothes and accessories must
be used to a minimum. If a camouflage outfit is used, the different
pieces of clothing should match closely. Camo can be worn on the
entire body or only on the torso, not the opposite.

Good example: This image is a good example of a harmonious
camo set. The cap, the coat, and the pants are a perfect fit.

Bad example: If a brand other than SPYPOINT is present in the
photo, it must be removed in post-processing. From time to time,
a change in the subject’s posture can impact brand visibility.
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The Mobile Scouting Solution
Accessing photos from your trail cameras on your phone is great. It saves the time and money of going to the
woods to retrieve SD cards, and the disruption that comes from it. You have a lot of choices when it comes to
companies that offer that. But SPYPOINT is offering far more than just a photo transmission service.
SPYPOINT is offering The Mobile Scouting Solution.
The most complete digital scouting system available, making you the best hunter you can be.

Choose
Your Device

Create
Your Account

Become
an Insider

Select
Your Plan

No matter how you hunt
there is a device to fit your
needs. SPYPOINT has been
on the leading edge of trail
camera technology for almost
a decade, with innovations
like our integrated solar panel
and battery technology,
to the Hybrid Illumination
Technology flash system,
the product you choose is
a leader,not a follower.

Create your account to start
receiving photos and managing devices from the palm
of your hand. The SPYPOINT
app is your hub for photo
and camera management.
From the easy-to-use cameras
dashboard, to the filterable
photo gallery, the SPYPOINT
app helps you take your
scouting to the next level.

If you want to save big and
scout smart, choose to become
a SPYPOINT Insiders Club
member. Members get exclusive discounts on products
and plans, advanced scouting
tools, automatic entry in contests and massive giveaways,
plus content nobody else can
access. The SPYPOINT Insiders
Club is your key to unlocking
the full potential of your hunting and scouting process.

Each of your devices has the
flexibility of a custom plan
to fit its use, from totally free
to truly unlimited. SPYPOINT
cameras will default to the
free, 100-imageper-month
plan unless you select one
of the paid options. With
three levels you can balance
the plan you need, with your
budget, and always know
the free plan is there if you
want it, while our Truly Unlimited plan is available as
low as $8 per month.
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other
trademarks

Diagonal Line
what is it?
In any type of visual communication, clarity is key. It is therefore essential to clearly identify
who is the author of the message. The use of the SPYPOINT diagonal line in the header
maximizes readability as well as the color contrast in our logotype and title.
The SPYPOINT diagonal line is made of two geometrical shapes which sides vary in length depending on the apps. In all cases, the black-colored shape must be on the left-hand side. Project
format and logotype position determine the extent and position of the diagonal line.

how to use it
The line between the two figures must separate the " SPY " letters from those of " POINT ".
If a title appears in the header, it must be positioned on the right-hand side of the logotype.
As shown below, a thin white line can separate these two visual elements.

Leader in cellular
trail cameras
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BUCK TRACKER

TM

WHAT IS IT?
BUCK TRACKER is a species recognition technology that allows for highly
effective management of image galleries. The user can filter all photos,
thus saving time when viewing them. Moreover, the user can receive
customized notifications by species.

HOW TO USE IT?
Select the proper version of the logo for your type of background (dark
or light). The logo must not be altered in any way (color, orientation, etc.).
It can be used alone or within a montage (opposite). If a montage is used,
it must be along with the BUCK TRACKER logo. No requirements apply for
content positioning, as long the antlers remain clear of any obstruction.

TECHNOLOGIE DE RECONNAISSANCE DE PANACHE
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LINK

TM

WHAT IS IT?
The LINK series highlights all of our SPYPOINT cellular trail cameras: LINK-S-DARK,
LINK-MICRO-S-LTE and LINK-MICRO-LTE. The LINK cameras work in sync with a dedicated app allowing the user to receive photos directly on their smartphone or tablet.

HOW TO USE IT?
Select the proper version of the logo for your type of background (dark or light).
The logo must not be altered in any way (color, orientation, etc.). It can be used
alone when referring to the series’ name (as shown below).
Otherwise, it must be followed by a dash then the specificity of the given cellular
camera: LINK-S-DARK, LINK-MICRO-S-LTE or LINK-MICRO-LTE (see next pages).
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EVO

TM

WHAT IS IT?
Our EVO cellular trail cameras are part of the LINK series, hence their LINK-EVO
name. These cellular cameras, which do not have a screen, are a revolution on
the market. The LINK-EVO can be accessed remotely via a dedicated app to
manage the account and to configure the camera.

HOW TO USE IT?
Select the proper version of the logo for your type of background (dark
or light). The logo must not be altered in any way (color, orientation, etc.).
It must appear along its series’ name: LINK.
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MICRO

TM

WHAT IS IT?
The MICRO cellular trail cameras are part of the LINK series, hence their LINKMICRO name. The advantage of their small size is conveyed in the last part of
that name: MICRO. They are the smallest cellular trail cameras on the market.

HOW TO USE IT?
Select the proper version of the logo for your type of background (dark
or light). The logo must not be altered in any way (color, orientation, etc.).
It must appear along its series’ name: LINK.
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SOLAR

TM

WHAT IS IT?
The SOLAR trail camera has a built-in solar panel to charge its internal
rechargeable battery. This allows for a continuous use of the camera,
once installed outside (even in the shade).

how to use it?
Select the proper version of the logo for your type of background (dark
or light). The logo must not be altered in any way (color, orientation, etc.).
It can be used alone when referring to the series’ name or the solarpowered camera introduced in 2016 (as shown below).
Otherwise, it must be followed with a dash then the specificity
of the given cellular camera (see next pages).
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FORCE

TM

what is it?
Our series of FORCE trail cameras highlights all of our ultracompact SPYPOINT
cameras. These cameras are neither cellular nor solar-powered.

how to use it?
Select the proper version of the logo for your type of background (dark
or light). The logo must not be altered in any way (color, orientation, etc.).
It can be used alone when referring to the series’ name (as shown below).
Otherwise, it must be followed with a dash then the
specificity of the given cellular camera (see next pages).
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DARK

TM

What is it?
Our DARK trail cameras highlight all models using SPYPOINT’s hybrid illumination
technology. The user can select the type of lighting best suited for the moment:
no glow, optimal, boost, and blur reduction.

how to use it?
Select the proper version of the logo for your type of background (dark or light).
The logo must not be altered in any way (color, orientation, etc.). It must appear
along a camera series (LINK, SOLAR, or FORCE) and use the font specific to it.
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XCEL

TM

what is it?
The XCEL product series brings together all the action video cameras along with their
accessories. These cameras allow users to share moments of their time in the field,
thanks to the recording of videos and a broad range of outdoor-specific mounting
brackets.

how to use it?
The XCEL logotype must not be used alone in any way. Whenever an XCEL
camera or accessory is showcased in a publication, the SPYPOINT | XCEL logo
is the right logo to use.
Select the proper version of the logo for your type of background (dark
or light). It must not be altered in any way (color, orientation, etc.).
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Downloads
File type
.ai and .pdf:
Often used in creative fields, these formats allow resizing of the logotype
without altering its quality.
.jpg and .png:
These formats can be used in projects created with Microsoft Office suite
(Word, PowerPoint, etc.) or for on-screen viewing purposes. They allow the
weight of the file in which they are inserted to be minimized. Note that only
.png files allow transparency.

adobe
suite

Microsoft
office







Download
the Media Kit

Logos (AI, PDF, PNG, and JPG file types), fonts, and
templates presented in this guide are available at:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/viul8ppurgv3la9/
AACY7hbEreFTjYS8bvaGlELAa?dl=0
Should you have any questions or encounter issues
related to the files, do not hesitate to contact us.
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Contact Us
To learn more about our graphic standards or to submit a project
for approval, please contact our marketing team:
marketing@spypoint.com
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